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1.Introduction

1-1 Basic concept

	 All	 kind	 of	 press	 is	 the	 first	 team	 strategy	 to	 be	 used	 under	 a	 circumstance	 of	 non	 
possession.
Due	 to	 unique	 game	 rule	 that	 shooting	 is	 allowed	 in	 a	 limited	 area	 Team	 and	 
individual	 defense	 tactics	 are	 taken	 around	 the	 circle.

Each	 press	 has	 its	 own	 characteristics	 and	 strong	 and	 weak	 points.
It	 depends	 on	 team	 member`s	 individual	 capability,	 analysis	 of	 the	 opposition,	 team	 
condition	 on	 the	 game	 day	 and	 the	 flow	 of	 the	 game.

In	 2010	 Men`s	 Hockey	 World	 Cup	 held	 in	 India	 participating	 teams	 tended	 to	 use	 
‘Half	 Court	 Pressing’	 and	 most	 popular	 pressing	 strategy	 during	 the	 game	 for	 some	 
reasons.	 The	 first	 reason	 is	 that	 there	 is	 no	 sufficient	 time	 to	 set	 up	 defense	 formations	 
after	 a	 new	 rule	 called	 ‘Self	 pass	 ’is	 applied	 since	 the	 start	 of	 offensive	 play	 become	 
faster.	 The	 second	 reason	 is	 the	 improved	 ability	 to	 
penetrate	 space	 due	 to	 fast	 speed	 at	 midfield.	 The	 third	 reason	 is	 a	 reduced	 time	 to	 
reach	 the	 circle	 
and	 the	 back	 door	 through	 long	 passes.

Here	 I	 would	 like	 to	 introduce	 ‘Half	 Court	 Pressings’	 used	 in	 Men	 and	 Women`s	 
hockey	 games	 by	 pressing	 a	 Half	 Court	 Pressing	 of	 Japan	 Women`s	 National	 Team	 and	 
another	 Half	 Court	 Pressing	 shown	 in	 2010	 Men`s	 Hockey	 World	 Cup.	 	 	 

	  
1-2 Main objectives

	 Main	 objectives	 of	 Half	 Court	 Pressing	 are;

◆ To	 form	 more	 compact	 defense	 line.

◆ Not	 allow	 the	 opposition	 to	 penetrate	 space	 (to	 make	 the	 offense	 flow	 slow	 down

◆ To	 achieve	 numerical	 dominance	 of	 defenders	 over	 offenders	 during	 defense.	 (Double 
   team, Ball pressing and Pocket mouth etc...)

◆ To allow counter attacks using space behind the opposition after the ball is regained 

◆ To be used as a method to manage the game by controlling the flow of the game. 
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2. 2-4-3-1 formation system for Half Court Pressing 
 (Japanese Women`s Team)

 
2-1 Strategies

◆　Induce side attacks from offense by close defense in a centre area.	 	 

  ◆  As offense enters in the 23M area achieve a numerical dominance of defense by free man take  
    the ball. 
◆  Try to reach the striking circle in a short time by a swift counter attacking

2-2 Tactical approach

◆ Basic Formation 2-4-3-1

	 The basic formation is 2-4-3-1. Two strikers are horizontally located at the front line, four 
midfielders are placed behind strikers and four defenders form the defense line. Three players, CM, 
CH and CB form a vertical defense line.
	  
As shown	 in	 Diagram	 1-1,
Two strikers at the front line as the first defense line try to keep forming a basic horizontal line 
centering on the 50yd centre line, watch the movement of the opposition and try not to make 
distance between them too far.

The midfielder line is moving in a diamond shape centering on CM and CH. CM and CH form a 
diamond shape formation to make cooperative 
defense with side midfielders easy with 
keeping the centre straight line or to make 
space occupied easily centering on the centre 
line. 
 
Out of 4 defenders, three defenders except ST 
form and maintain a diamond shape 
formation with CH. CB keeps the centre 
straight line with CM/CH. Balance between 
the ball side and the help side need to be 
maintained.

◆ Blocking Zones

 The key team understanding point is that placing more players at the centre is the most preferable 

defense. Expecting attacks by the opposition are;
 1. by a long pass or a hard stroke 
2. by a pair pass

 3. by dribble  
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Diagram 1-1



From a 2-4-3-1 formation, a basic defense concept of 2-4-3-1 half court press is to form a narrow 
line in blocking zone 1 as a principle defense line to drive an attack by the opposition to an outer 
area. In blocking zone 2, centering on the 23M line try to drive a wide attack by the opposition to an 
outer area to block the attack into the circle in advance. In blocking zone 3, form a defense type to 
focusing on the center while blocking the attack into the center around the circle as much as 
possible. Eventually place more defenders on the ball side not to allow the 
opposition an effective space and regain the ball. 
 
As shown in Diagram1-2 and picture1-1,
The blocking zone 1 is the first defense line to block an attack of the opposition as the defense zone 
of the forward line. A narrow space is maintained with a next line to block the ball to be passed first  
to the centre of the opposition. 

A main role is to put pressure on the opposition carrying the ball into the block zone 1.
The blocking zone 2 is to defend a midfield area that is a relative wider space than the blocking 
zone 1 and 3.
Its purpose is to block the straight and direct penetration of 
the opposition into the circle by placing more defenders.

The blocking zone 3 is the last defense line and a defense zone of defender line including the goal 
keeper. It forms a defense line centering on the circle not to allow the opposition
to penetrate into the center of circle straightly and directly.

It induces an attack of the opposition to the side line and performs creative defense depending on 
situations.

◆ Frontal line task

A striker on the ball side needs to give pressure on the ball carrier and try to block a vertical pass of 
the ball as much as possible. A striker on the help side needs to check the movement of the strike on 
the ball side not to allow a diagonal pass and should be ready to expect the next situation of the ball 
movement.
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As shown in Diagram 1-3, 
Both winger strikers Right S/Left S apply 
pressure on the ball carrier while checking 
Right Full back/Left Full back when the ball 
is passed to Right Half/Left Half. 
After ball is passed, a winger striker on help 
side moves to ball side to cover the centre 
area and defends the centre area when the 
ball is side changed.

◆ Midfielder line task

 Among four midfielders centering on a center midfielder and a center half, a center midfielder 
supports two forwarders at a higher position, do a cooperative defense with midfielders on the ball 
side. 
A ball side midfielder performs an aggressive man mark and participates in systematic ball pressing 
with a centre midfielder or a center half. 
That is, four midfielders perform creative plays in a spacious midfield areas and try to maintain a 
dominance of numbers over the opposition. 

As shown in Diagram 1-4,
The Centre Midfielder defends the centre area 
and covers at a centre half position when the 
ball is in lower area. In the centre area, the 
centre midfielder plays man mark defense.

Both Right Midfielder /Left Midfielder play men to 
men defense against offense LM/RM and 
cooperative defense with CB, when offense R/LM 
starts to
dribble the ball of possesses the ball in a deep 
position.

◆ Defender line task 

As	 shown	 in	 Diagram	 1-5,
From close defense centering around CB and CH always play as free man CB blocks long passes 
into the circle, supports both Half on the base line and is ready for a covering play CH and	 CM 
communicate each other, support three MF and form close defense with CB.
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Diagram 1- 4

Picture1-2 



2-3 Summary

◆ Defense line
 =Horizontal and vertical defense line= 
• Not to allow effective space to the opposition by balancing spaces among the front line, midfield    
and the defender line.

• Place more players in the center area centering on CM, CH and CB on the vertical center line axis.
• Block through hot lines centering on the ball carrier and expect roles of the ball side and help side    
and try to form the dominance of number around the ball.

◆ Regained ball 
• When
 After interception ball of the penetration pass by long ball.
	 After inducing the dribble and intercepting the ball by ball pressing. 
 After gaining an attack right from 16 yard free hit, free hit by inducing an intentional attack failure.
   
• Where
 From the defense line gradually to the centre line and near 
the 23M line side pocket and base line.

• How
 Use double team/pocket mouth after gaining numerical dominance in defense through intensive 
with aggression and courage at each point.

• After regained ball 
The player who gained the ball tries to make a vertical pass to a striker at the front most line.
If the situation doe not allow offense to move forward change    
the attack route along the side with less defense using centre midfielder. 

◆ Communication
• In case of man mark, all defenders except CB/CH plays man-to-man defense as a basic defense  
 but according to situation play switch mark, too.

• Covering play; Appropriate communication between the 1st defender and another defender at the  
 rear is necessary.
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• Mutual communication between any defender and GK is important.	 

3. Half Court pressing for Men`s Hockey (2010 Men World Cup in Delhi)

3-1 Against out-letting of Right half overload about Australia Men`s Team
 The basic form of frontal line of Australia team is that two forward strikers among three strikers 
aggressively give a pressure on four build-up line of the opposition at the front area.

As shown in diagram 2-1,
◆ The frontal line task when the form of the opposition team build-up is to move RH high to the 
front area.

• The left striker on the ball side checks the RH of the opposition.

• The centre striker moves to the empty left space, give pressure on the ball carried and block the 
ball moving the front.

• The right striker moves to the centre and block 
the ball into the centre with watching the left 
full back and left half of the opposition at the 
same time.

It forms the frontal line by two Forward 
Strikers instantaneously due to the overload by 
the half of the opposition.

The striker on the ball side moves along the direction of the ball movement with giving pressure on 
the ball carrier and moves to the ball side. The other striker at the front area gives either pressure or 
block the center space depending on situation.
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Diagram 2-1

Picture 2-1  Picture 2-2  



As shown in diagram 2-2 and picture 2-3,
◆ The basic movement and role of the centre   midfielder are;

• When the centre midfielder of the opposition is  
located a front area than the frontal line or moves to 
a lower position to play a transfer role, based on 
communication with the frontal line, if the ball is 
passed to the CM of the opposition, give pressure 
from the frontal line first,
And occupy the space occurred at the centre and 
block a direct pass to the centre.

As shown in diagram 2-2 and picture 2-4, 
◆ The basic movement and role of the center back 

are;

• Communicate with other defenders as a free man and play a supporter role.

• Recognize a pass to the centre in advance, cover the hot line and play a covering role
of the space as a free man.

3-2 Against out-letting of pentagon shape about Korea Men`s Team 

As shown in diagram 2-3 and picture 2-5,
◆ The basic form of the frontal line is that 
three forward strikers with CH defend five 
build-up line of the opposition.
As frontal line task when the team build-up 
formation of the opposition is a pentagon 
shape where CH is located at a high 
position.

•The center striker is holding the between 
RF and LF of the opposition, blocks a pass 
to centre.
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Diagram 2-2

Picture 2-3  

Picture 2-4  

Diagram 2-3



•The centre half is man mark the CH of the 
opposition and CS pressure on the ball carrier.

•The ball side striker blocks a pass to the centre first 
and gives pressure on the ball carrier.   

•The centre half communicates with CS at the front 
area and does man mark to the centre half of the 
opposition.

As shown in diagram 2-4 and picture 2-6,
◆ The basic movement and role of midfielder 
line

• Occupy the occurred space at the centre with 
Frontal line and block a direct pass to the 
centre

• The right/left midfielder do a man mark 
tightly and put pressure on the R/LM of the 
opposition. 

As shown in diagram 2-4, 
◆ The basic movement and role of defender line task 
for centre back are;

• To play a covering role for the space at the centre 
and side as a free man 

• Also to close down the hot line after recognizing a 
pass to the centre and to play a support role for 
midfielder and other defender as a free man.

3-3 Summary

◆ Australia Men` Team Half Court Pressing
=Split and dynamic pressing= 
• First, the ball side winger striker at the frontal line is aggressive in man-mark and press strategy to  
 put strong pressure on the ball carrier and drive the carrier to a side is effective and impressive

• Efforts to gain the ball at a high position by +10M is prominent while giving continuous put 
pressure on the opposition even during half court press.
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Picture 2-6  

Diagram 2-4

Picture 2-5  



• CM and CB are good at coping with the disturbance of opposition build-up through active to 
communicate with teammates in the front area

◆ Korea Men`s Team Half Court Pressing
= Keep compact defense line=
• The centre striker and both winger strikers at the frontal line are forming a horizontal line from the  
 centre line. 
CS has an active communication with CH and put pressure on the ball carrier and both winger 
strikers are performing traditional half court press to block a pass to the center

• When the opposition enters the defense zone, all individuals perform strong and responsible 
  defenses in intentional and creative ways while certainly maintaining space among lines in  
  traditional half court press

• A feature is that CH and CB react actively to a pass of the opposition to the centre and try to bring 
  a favorable situation on the ball side in terms of number.

4.Conclusion

 A half court pressing known as one of common and comprehensive defending tactics in man and 
woman hockey requires an aggressive participation in defense from the frontal line. It can help form 
a close defense by blocking an offense intention of the opposition with an aggressive defense 
formation for the player carrying the ball and the ball side before the system of the opposition is 
built up.

All kind of half court pressing needs defenders at either centre or hot line not to allow a direct 
penetration of the opposition to the centre and the circle. Depending on the situation, centre striker, 
centre midfielder, center half and centre back play important and meaningful roles. All players is 
required to take part in hindering the build-up of the opposition systematically, cooperatively and 
creatively.

The concentrated team defense is made until from a non-possession ball situation is converted to a 
ball regained situation. A concrete offense pattern is necessary. The distance to reach the circle of 
the opposition from a position regaining the ball is typically within about 10 meters from the center 
line. Therefore, a team counter attacking capability with considering the longer distance to reach the 
circle of the opposition than any other presses after the ball is regained, a fast transition from 
defense to offense using the high speed and the comprehensive understanding team capability to 
dominate the game tempo are required.

As mentioned earlier, a half court press is one of the team defense tactics and there are a few kinds 
of half court presses. It is hard to tell which one is the best among a full court, a 3/4 quarter press or 
a half court press.

The utilization of defense tactics considering;
 
   ⅰ) which kind of pressing is the most effective depending on the team situation
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  ⅱ) which pressing can make regain the ball from the opposition with the least risk

 ⅲ) which pressing is efficient to score the goal after the ball is regained 

Are the key and the most important factors to the success of the team defense tactics.
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